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In-boxes sometimes seem to be the bane of my existence. Or are in-boxes a 
measure of our lives? Do you ever feel surrounded? Of course ,if there was nothing 
in your in-box, your already low feelings of job security as a hospital librarian 
might reach even lower depths. So what do in-boxes have to do with automation 
directions in hospital libraries? I feel that your in-box materials on any given 
subject can reflect trends 
Years ago, Judy Messerle came to Colorado to teach an MLA CE course on 
Consortium Development As part of her course she used the instructional strategy 
called the in-box exercise. Each piece of mail was evaluated in relation to consortia 
and to the job of the hospital librarian. 
The issues had to do with work-loads, priorities, values, and services. These same 
issues could be true about automation with the added burden of technology. 
ZIGGY Tnm Wilson 
Tom Wilson 
So, if you categorizes your in-box and put all the automation pieces in one, what 
is in the average hospital librarian's automation in-box? Ah yes, a note to back-up 
your hard disk today!!!-- The problems of backups and disk crashes. The first thing 
in your in-box and the last thing you want to do. This is a problem of 
microcomputers or any computer for which you and your staff act as the system 
operators. 
When your fellow librarians press you to apply for and get a microcomputer, they 
don't seem to mention the seemingly endless possibilities for something to go 
technically wrong. And how much time it takes to right the situation with phone 
calls and trips to the repair shop. 
Next in your in-box -- a memo from the budget office suggesting that this year you turn in your budget on a disk. 
Luckily you have a compatible micro and have already spent several days in class learning Lotus 1-2-3. You and your 
staff also know how to use Word perfect 5.0, and are of course schooled enough in its use to transfer files and produce 
the quarterly library newsletter using Ventura desktop publishing. Using automation now requires that you as a 
hospital librarian be versed in these types of programs. 
Their special features seem endless. Having a micro seems to put your operation in a constant state of change as each 
new software version or package becomes available. Are there training courses available? And at what cost? Does your 
procedure manual document how you use these packages so if you decide to leave your po~:ition, your successor can 
continue the programs you started? 
Back to the In-box, what is next? A message from Fran, a fellow hospital librarian 
needing help to write her macro for ProComm. This hospital librarian struggled for 
five years to get a micro and now has to learn what a macro is. Once the 
automation arrives on the scene, it seems to solve some problems and create 
others. The hands-on experience of using a micro does give one an appreciation of 
the problems of larger systems. But all this training needed, causes a problem in 
relation to staff turnover. When you technician quits to go on to bigger and better 
things, where are you going to find another technician who can search DOCLINE, 
OCLC, and NLM, do spreadsheets for record keeping, knows word processing, and 
has a friendly smile? 
You'll have to call Fran back later. You're due at information systems meeting in 
10 minutes. 
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ZIGGY 
Change and adjustments are a big part of the automation process, but let's not 
dwell on the trials and tribulations. We'll take that course on managing change. 
Next in the in-box??? An Ad from Data-trek, encouraging you to buy their modular 
integrated package for the IBM. Only $2000 for the first module. Now we're really 
talking Libraa automation, forget the word processing issues. Every library 
process on the micro, and it is integrated -- the dream machine. 
But the fme print says this price is only for the first module and it's $2000 each for 
the next 4 to 6 modules. And if you buy the whole package you will need another 
workstation and to utilize it efficiently you will need a local area network 
connecting them. 
Now you are up to $30,000. If you choose to type in your shelf list, it will not be 
MARC compatible unless you buy another module, so your data will not be part 
of any shared library system unless you choose this more expensive and 
complicated route . 
. There are alot of questions and I'm not picking on Data-Trek or the several other 
products like it, because they do have alot of advantages. It does give the library 
complete local control. It may be all a small library needs and the price is 
somewhat reasonable. But any integrated system has alot if issues attached to it. 
Many of you may remember what the NLM integrated library system looked like 
in 1981. It seems like a simple concept. As soon as they developed those dotted 
lines our library processing woes would be over. You remember the dream. 
TomW•Ison 
·- --------
·:::- · ~ ;.,... _.- - - ~- =-:..: 
Susan Epstein, in a 1984 Library Journal article (1984 Ju1:1302-3) brought us 
some reality when she verbally laid out what we are all dreaming about when we 
talk of integration. But a:S she points out, can this be done? And I would say in 
1989 we are somewhat closer, but not there. While integration is our goal, it is 
often easier from the point of view of the budget to get a micro for office 
automation than for library integration. 
Next in you in-box? ?v!aybe this is "real" integration? A memo from your local 
university medical library offering a shared integrated system in which your library 
can participate. The costs are reasonable for such a large system, under $5,000. 
Considering that a mini-computer driven system costs well over $100,000 and 
usually requires additional staff, this really is a bargain. It is MARC compatible, 
OCLC connected for ILL monographic resource sharing, local support, and record 
entry can be done centrally with a set fee schedule. Although not every module is 
now available, they will be in the future. It could be your dream machine. 
But what do you have to give up to get such a bargain The first thing is 
autonomy. You will have to conform to someone else's standards and ideas of what 
comes next. Most of the time shared systems are controlled by policy making 
boards and your small size probably will not give you much of a voice. 
The time schedules and priorities of a big system may not be the same as yours. Are you willing to wait and change 
your library's priorities to conform with theirs? In many cases it is worth the wait The potential for resource sharing 
is so great that maybe it is best to change the way you always do things. Also the specialized expertise of the 
university librarians can be a welcome addition to your hospital library system. 
Back to the in-box. A note to select books today, before the budget runs out! Oops ... that's not about automation. It's 
in was mis-filed by human error, not computer error. But is does remind me that hospital librarians, whether a one-
person library or with a small staff, are running the whole show. Whether selecting books and journals, evaluating 
personnel performance, running online searches or planning for automation, they often have to be knowledgeable about 
many facets of librarianship as well as the health care industry. 
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The next item, again misfiled is a survey trying to determine what is. an average hospital library. But that's another 
speech. But it is a big question in my mind. How does your library stack up against like libraries in relation to your 
optimization of the automation available today? The 1984 MLA Standards, really written in 1983, are now 6 years old 
and don't talk too much about automation. But they can't be revised until a survey is done., because there is no new 
information available on automation in hospital libraries. You will be glad to know that MLA and the Hospital 
Libraries Section are presently working on a survey with the American Hospital Association which may help with this 
question. It is expected out from the AHA this fall so watch you mail and respond. The MLA standards will be revised 
based on the results of this survey. 
Next item ... a memo from Dave, in the Hospital Information Systems Department. 
He says, "Roz- Call me to set up an appointment to go over the Ethernet protocols 
in relation to the multiplexer so that we can access CARL from both our 
Macintoshs and IBMs. What special needs will your library processes require?" 
Now this is automation at its most technical and perhaps most critical for 
tomorrow. Like universities which are developing campus wide computer 
networks, medium to large hospitals are developing management information 
systems that link the whole facility, often including doctors offices and outlying 
clinics. Hospital librarians need to be part of this network, even if it only means 
electronic mail at ftrst. 
These systems will reach the librarian's customers and they will want to be able to 
message the library from their desktop terminals. 
~IGGY 
So you need to be able to talk to your hospital systems person, ftnd and then try to serve on hospital computer 
committees, and become more knowledgeable about networks. These systems and your access to them will impact your 
decision on the possibilities of an integrated system. So what was your decision there? 
Did you go with Datatrek or with the university shared system? If you decided on datatrek, can it be accessed from your 
Hospital MIS network? What about the shared system. Can it be connected and how much will the lines and equipment 
cost? If the university goes for a mini-medline, will the copyright prohibitions allow you as an outside agency to 
access it? What about file transfer? I just got QuickDoc 2 weeks ago as a front end processor for DOCLINE. When we 
have hospital-wide Ethernet e-mail system, I will be trying for a system where ILL requests, sent from the requestor's 
desk, can be picked up by QuickDOC and, with only minimal processing, sent out to DOCLINE. So what did you 
decide?. And what is the hurry? 
Bob Thaves As a hospital librarian you don't want to be left behind, 
and you can be assured that there will be new things on 
the horizon. Just keeping up with the new ideas and 
technology, much less buying it, takes a committment. 
By keeping up, when all the forces around you come 
together, you will be ready to buy the right system for 
your situation. 
So what's next in the hospital librarian's automation in-box? Ah, your favorite and mine, at least 5 different ads for 
CD-ROM, all with different features and different search systems. We can't leave this out of an automation speech. 
Even after deciding which to buy and learning to search it yourself, you know that you will now have the added burden 
of teaching the end-user to search. And, while you are happily giving away a piece of your more challenging and 
interesting turf, as Herb White would say, the end-user is cheerfully telling you how easy it is to search. Oh and don't 
forget to buy a networked version with juke-box style stack of players so it can be hooked up to your hospital 
information system and on the same menu as your card catalog and ill request. 
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It would be nice if you could categorize what comes into 
your in-box, as you do your books. Unfortunately alot 
of the problem of automation is that it does not fit into 
easy categories. I attempted to categorized my library's 
automation and the hand out at your place is the result 
of this. 
I don't have time to tell you how the decisions were 
made on these automation choices and the sign posts on 
the road are not always clear as clear as this one for 
Ziggy. 
FRANK & ERNEST Bob Thaves 
-· . .. 
It would be nice if all processes fit•into small balloons like Epstein's dream, but 
the reality is that there are two many crossing lines for these issues to fit into neat 
categories of automation accomplishment. 
Q_ 
In the handout, by applying these four automation categories to a listing of library 
functions, I can give myself an overview of how automation is affecting my library 
and will in the future. I know as the administrator, I spend a great deal of time at 
the word processor and now I can see why. I also know that Circulation is now not 
automated at all but I need to plan for it's inclusion in an integrated system. 
Document delivery will be impacted by automation since we will be implementing 
quickDoc as soon as I get back from this conference. Serials and Monographic 
Management are already highly automated with bibliographic utilities but using an 
integrated system with similar command language will help in the future. 
Now that my staff and myself have mastered all these 
skills, as the administrator, I need to find a perspective 
on the situation. As Calvin here can not imagine 
mastering a skill until he has a clearer understanding of 
who it is going to impress, Sometimes I do need to 
convince myself that I did not master all these skills 
just to impress others but that they are truly needed in 
the library of the future. 
Just as today I find it difficult to write a speech on a 
ruled pad, but rely on the word processor to organize my 
thoughts, 
CALVIN & HOil;::ll:.::E.:::.S __ __, 
tomorrow the medical library patron will fmd it inadequate to use a card catalog or even to walk to the library to request 
an interlibrary loan. These automation skills that are impressive today, tomorrow will be common place. 
You've cleaned out your automation in-box and headed for your information systems committee meeting, that 
committee your struggled and politicked to get on and you know you will have to listen hard to keep up with the 
jargon. 
When you return there is one new item in your in-box -- a telephone message from 
Fran: "Don't bother to call about the macro, I read the manual. Thanks anyway. 
See you at the consortium meeting tomorrow." 
As hospital librarians we can do it. We can sit down and force ourselves to take 
those precious minutes from our busy schedule and learn about automation in all 
its permutations, whether by reading the manual (heaven forbid) or coming to 
meetings like this. The future keeps coming at us strong with new technology and 
new challenges. and there are days where it does seem beyond you 
Perhaps the easier future lies in buckling dow~ to the task, being assertive, 
accepting change more easily, maintaining your sense of perspective, and 
cultivating your sense of humor. 
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LIBRARY FUNCTIONS THAT ARE AUTOMATED 




Finances - Budgeting 
Budget reprt reconciling 
Personnel Management 
Policies and Procedures 
Quality Assurance 
Reports and Statistics 
Marketing and Public Relations 




Quick Reference & Telephones 
Card Catalog Reference 
Computer Based Reference 
CD-ROM (Future) 
Current Awareness Services 
Chargeback System 
Health Info Center 
Library Orientation & 
Education 
Clincial Med. Libr. Program 
Circulation 





Former ly Nat1onal Jew1sh Hosp1tal t 
Nat1onal Asthma Center 
Word S .S .I Dial-




Fox base Pro-Com 








WP ss E-MAIL 
WP ss 
CARL 
WP Pro-Cite BRS,NLM 
Dlalog,C 
Wilson lin 





































F = Future Dlans 
Word S.S./ Dial- Shared Hospital 
Proces. DMBS/ Acesss Univer. MIS 
Other Utilities System 
Word Works Micro- (CARL) Accting/ 
File phone Network 
Fox base Pro-Com 
DQ~um~nt Delivery 
Borrowing Materials Quick- OCLC, F F 
Lending Materials DOC DOC LINE F , F 




Selection Procedures WP 
Serials 
Polley WP 
Selection Procedures WP DMBS 
Health Info Center 
Polley WP 




Check-In PHILSOM F 
Maintaining database PHILSOM F 
Checking In all journals PHILSOM F 
Claims & Late warnings PHILSOM F 
Claims from EBSCO EBSCONE 
Shelf Management 
Missing issue file. WP 
Checking MLA Exchange F 
Duplicate list WP 
Binding WP PHILSOM F 
Monograghic Management 
Purchase DBMS F F F 
Tracking Book Orders INQUIRE 
Gifts and Donations WP 
Cataloging OCLC OCLC 
Book Processing term. OCLC 
Card set processing softw. F 
Acquisition List OCLC 
Inventory ss F 
MendinQ 
RFDudden 
